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SYNOPSIS

We show the existence of weak solutions of nonlinear parabolic partial differential equations in
unbounded domains, provided that a variant of the Leray-Lions conditions is satisfied.
1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we consider parabolic problems of the form
, du
— + siu = f

in

O = (lx(0, T)

at

(P)

u=0
u(0) = uo

on S = anx(0, T)
in

O,

where Q. denotes a (possibly unbounded) domain in U N ( N S l ) and T > 0 . The
operator si is given by
(sdu)(x, 0 = 1

(-1)'- | D-A,(x, t, Su(x, t), Dmu(x, t))

(x, t) e Q.

\a\Sm

[We follow the notation of 8]. The real functions Aa satisfy a variant of the
Leray-Lions conditions. Corresponding elliptic problems in unbounded domains
have been studied successfully by the authors of [2-5]. They overcame the
difficulties occurring when the Sobolev embedding theorem is not valid in
unbounded domains, by finding a substitute for these compact embeddings. They
showed that multiplication by certain functions induces a compact mapping of
some (weighted) Sobolev space to appropriate Lq -spaces. A much simpler approach that does not require any special knowledge of Sobolev spaces over
unbounded domains has been proposed in [6]. This method will be applied here
to get weak solutions of the initial boundary value problem. Compared to the
elliptic case new difficulties arise when one has to define the derivative of a
function u with respect to t. We will overcome them by using a substitution which
leads to an equivalent problem in a reflexive Banach space W with W<=
L2((lx(0,T))<=W. The distribution derivative of ueW with respect to ( can
then be defined appropriately.
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2. DEFINITIONS AND STATEMENT OF THE RESULT

Let fl be a domain in U N with sufficiently smooth boundary d£l. We assume
that we have a representation ft= Uk=i <"fc, where {cok} is an increasing sequence
of bounded subdomains of H with smooth boundary. To eachfce N we suppose
that there exists a function <pk e C^(RN) with values in [0,1], such that <pk(x) =
l V x e % and supp <pk <= <ok+1.
By JVj and N2 we denote the number of derivatives in x of the order S m - 1
and of the order m, respectively. The following conditions of Leray-Lions type are
imposed on the functions
Aa(\a\^m):
(Al) Each Aa: Q x R N > x R N ' ^ i satisfies the Caratheodory conditions, i.e.
A a (x, t, 17, £) is measurable in (x, t)eQ for all fixed (17, f)eR N 'X MN* and continuous in (17, £) for almost all fixed (x, t).
There
exist constants
q: l < q < ° ° , c 1 =£ 0 and a function
he
Lq'(Q)(q' = q/q-l), such that

for almost all (x, t) e Q, V |or| ^ m, V(TJ, | ) .

(A2)

X
|a|=m

for almost all (x, t)eQ, VTJ, Vfe £* with ^# ^*.
(A3) I| a | ^ m A a (x, f, T,, f)4, i= c2 HI" for almost all (x, t)e Q, V(T,, f), with some
c 2 >0.
(A4) There exists z e L ^ Q ) with
X

Aa(x,t,ri,Z)T)amz(x,t)

for almost all (x, t)e Q, V(TJ, g).

|a|Sm-l

Without loss of generality we may assume z(x, f) = 0 almost everywhere in Q.
Let r denote the space Lq(0, T; V), with V= W^q(D,). Because of (Al) the
semilinear form

a(u,v)= X f
\a\Sm

Aa(x,t,8u,Dmu)Davdxdt

JQ

is defined on YxY.
We set W=Yr\L2(Q)
with the norm |H|^ = |H|r + |Hli.2(Q)- ^ is a reflexive
Banach space with dual W =Y' + L2(Q). Since

we may regard u e f a s a distribution on (0, T) with values in V + L2(ft). Hence
its distributional derivative with respect to t exists, and so the condition du/dt e W
is meaningful.
When a norm ||-||x in a space X is considered, we will omit the subscript X if no
confusion is possible. The same for duality pairings (/, u)x between two elements /
in X' and u in X.
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For any given u0 e L (ft) let

The condition u(0) = u0 is justified by
LEMMA 1. Let ueW with du/dte W. Then u is, eventually after modification on
a set of measure zero in [0, T], a continuous function on [0, T] with values in
L2(Q), and for u, v with these properties we have

(du

W
The proof given in [10, p. 75-80] applies here with some obvious modifications.
We have the following
THEOREM: If

UII

for all u in Y with ||w||r-*°°

(1)

then given any f in Lq'(Q) and u0 in L2(fl) there exists a weak solution of (P), i.e. a
u in °U with

Thus [8, Theorem 2.1] is essentially carried over to unbounded domains.
3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM

The proof is performed in several steps. First, a substitution leads us to a
coercive problem in W. For this problem the existence of a weak solution can be
shown by approximating it in a similar way as in the elliptic case [5]. When the
substitution is reversed, we get the statement of the theorem.
(A) With the substitution u = ek'v for some constant k > 0 we get formally from
(P):

—+ I (-l)Me-ktDaAa(x,t,ek'Sv,ek'Dmv)
°t

+ kv = e-k'f

in Q

| a | Sm
v=0

on 2

in ft.
u(0) = wo
Remark: This step is superfluous if q = 2, since then we already have V<=L2(Q). We introduce the following notations:
Aa(x, t, T,, & = e-k'Aa(x, t, ek'-n, ek't).
LEMMA 2. The Aa satisfy the conditions (Al) to (A4) (with new constants in the
inequalities) and the corresponding semilinear form d(.,.) is coercive on T.
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Proof. The calculations are simple. We only show (A3):

|a| = m

|a|=m

S c 2 |£| q almost everywhere in Q, V(TJ, £),
with

{

c2

for q S 2

c 2 e k T ( "- 2 )

for

Kq<2.

Our modified problem becomes
(71/

I

*C^

.

)

j . I

I —^rt,

"T

,

_

v=f

-a-*.*!

in Q

lalSm

(P')

u=0

on 2

u(0) = u o in ft,
with
5(lJ W

| y ? """^" } ->°°

'

as ||o||»r->oo.

(2)

(B) For each n in N and u, u, w in °W we define

= £ I Aa(x, t, x^Su, Dmu)Dawdxdf

ff xXa,a,AJx,t,Su,Dmu)Dawdxdt,

+ I

JQ
| a | S m - l JQ

b(v,w)=

X

f \D"v\q~2 DavDaw dx dt,

| a | S m - l JQ

where Xmn denotes the characteristic function of the subdomain wn of ft
(independent of t). Let A > 0 be fixed. As the linear form
w>-*cn(u, v, w) = alOn(u, v, w) + \b(v, w) + k(v,

W)LHQ)

is continuous on W for fixed u, v in W, it induces a mapping sin{.,.):
W through

Wx W-*

cn(u, v, w) = (sin(u, v), w).
Condition ( A l ) implies that this operator is bounded and continuous.
We set s£n{u, u) = sin(u). Then s$n(-) is coercive, since
M|^ ( o, T; w—-<(n)) + fc \\4b(o)
(3)
with constants c' > 0, c" that are independent of n.
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LEMMA 3. The operator s&n satisfies the following conditions:

(i)
(ii) IfUj^u in W, dUj/dt-^du/dt in W and (^n(u,, u,)-j^,(u,-, u), u,-u)-s-0,
then s4n(Uj, v)^stn(u, v) in W for all v in W.
(iii) Let Uj-^u in W, dUj/dt^du/dt in W and s£n(Uj, v)-^y in W (for fixed v in
W). Then «(u,, v), u,) -* (7, ")•
Proof.
(i) is easily seen.
(ii) « ( u ; ,

Uj)-

sdn(ut, u), u, - H) = aUo>n(ui> My "; ~ " ) ~ «!,<».("/' "» "J ~ M>
,, Uj - u) - kb(u, Uj -u) + k(Uj - u, u, - u) L 2 ( Q ) .

Since the last three parts in the sum together are positive, there tollows

limsup

XA ( U ^ , D »

a I= m

-Aa(x, f,^Su,,D

We now use Aubin's lemma [9, p. 57]. It states, that

\u\ueL"(0,T; Wm-« («„)), — er'(O,T; W ^ k ) ) ]

f°r ^ = 2

ju|ueL q (0, T; W^CcuJX^eL-'CO, T; W-"1-" («„))} for q<2
is compactly embedded in L"(0, T; Wm~1-q(&)n)).
The same steps as in the proof of pseudomonotony for elliptic operators in
bounded domains [9, p. 184] give us
DaUj(x, t)-*Dau(x, t) almost everywhere on wn x (0, T), V \a\ S m,
and hence for fixed v in W:
Xa,M

Dmv) in L«'(Q),
m

(-, •, Su,D u)inL«'(Q),

V \a\ = m
V|o|sm-1,

with which
(^n(uy, u), w) = ^.^(M,-, U, w) + a2jO),,(uJ, w) + Aft(u, w) + k(u, w)^ ( O )
- > « ( « , » ) , w)

WweW

(iii)
(^ n (« ; , u), u,-) = ai,.,,,^, i), u^ + ^ ^ U y , uy) + Aft(u, Uj) + k(v, w,)^(
«2,«,n(«,, «) = (•<(«,, «), ")-ai,^("i, u, M)-A&(U, u)-k(v, u
-»(% u)-alja,B(u, u, u)-\b(v, u)-k(v,

U)LHQ)

Applying Aubin's lemma we get
lima^^u,, u y -u) = 0,
y
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because x^D"^

- u)->0 in L"(Q) (j•-*• °o) V |a| § m - 1 .

Furthermore
ai,u>n(«/» v, Uj)-+ahtOn(u, v, u)

O'^00

holds. And so
lim « ( u , , v), Uj) = lim {ali<o.(M,, v, «,) + a2>a)n(Uj, u) + Ah(u, «,) + k(w, u.)}

= (7. «)•
As Lemma 3 is now proved, we are in the position to refer to [8 Theorem 2.1],
i.e. for each n e N there exists a i ) , e K with
) + (sdn(vn),w) = (j,w)

VweW.

(4)

(C) Passage to the limit n-*oo. First, we set w = vn in (4). With

(jf, «„) =^IMT)||h n) HM0)|^ (n) }g const
and (3), there follows that
||wjv = const.
Out of (4) we get
M

g const,

II dt II v
and so we can extract a subsequence with
vn —* u

^^^
dt'

dt

in

in

1(r

,r („_.)

for a ve°U (note that ^ is closed and convex and consequently also weakly
closed).
For a fixed i e N set w = (p((vn - v) in (4). This time Aubin's lemma gives
Hvn,<Pi(vn-v))-^0

(n->oo).

Moreover
liminf j \—^, <p;(i>n - v) j + k(vn, <pi(vn - v))L*i
= liminf j \-~f—^ > <Pi(»n ~ v)) + k(vn - v, <Pi(vn - V))LH
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The non-negativity of the first term will be shown in the appendix. Therefore we
get out of (4)
limsup a^ivn, vn, <Pi(vn — v))^0.
n—*oo

Similar considerations as in the proof of Lemma 3 lead to

Davn(x, t)-*Dav(x, t) almost everywhere on a>tx(0,T), V|a|^m
and hence, by a diagonal process, almost everywhere on Q, and
dan(vn, vn, w)—*d(v, w) Vw e W (n—»°°).
Thus
, w) + a(u, w) + \b(v, w) + k(v, w)L^Q) = (J, w)LHQ)

VweW,

with

vetfl.

The limit A I 0 is analogous and implies the existence of a weak solution v of (P;),
i.e. of v e % with
(•77 > w) + &(^w) + k(v,w)L2(O) = (f,w)I_HQ) V w e ^ .
(5)
\ot I
(D) Finally, we must reverse the substitution u = ektv. We see that ue W and
~dt~ dt6

e

V€

Equation (5) becomes
kt

j;,

w) + a(u, e~ktw) = (/, e- k 'w) L , (Q) Vw 6 W.

We obtain (compare the appendix)
I —, e~k'w 1 + a(u, e~ktw) = (/, e~k'w),
from which we conclude

u \
,
. ., .
-, w) + a(u, w) = (j,w)
t I

u

ai.
vweW.

Thus the Theorem is proved.
4. APPENDIX
N

(E) If t/>eC£(R ) then we have \\iueW for all ueW. The distributional
derivative of ifiu with respect to (is therefore defined with values in V' + L2(ft).
PROPOSITION.

For all ueW with du/dteW

the following holds:

— (i/w) = ip— in

W.

(6)
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Proof. For simplicity we write u' instead of du/dt. First, we show that i|>u'e W.
For this purpose we split u' = ^ + u2 into its components u t e V and u2 e L2(Q),
and get
(u', i/nv)^ = (i*!, t/»w)r + (u2, </'>v)i_2(Q) Vw e I^r.
By definition

For almost all fixed t, u^t) e V is the extension to V of a distribution [1, P- 50].
Hence ij/u^t) e V and
and so we obtain
( u > V =( # > V

VweW.

(7)

Thus
||*u'|hr= sup |(^u',w)|= sup |(u',^w)|Sconst||uV
||w||^ = l

(8)

||w||w = l

We still have to verify that (t/>u)' = ifm' as a distribution on (0, T) with values in
V' + L2(ft). Let a e VDL 2 (il) and $ e®((0, T)). In what follows we use <.,.) for

(• > O
/ fT

H

\

fT

comp (7) f T

^ u ' ( f ) 4 > ( 0 ^ , ^ = | (il*u'(t),a)<t>(t)dt =

I <«'(t), 0a><fr(r) dt

= ^ | M ' ( r ) ^ ( r ) d « , ^ = ^ - f u(t)<l>'(t)dt,il,a

= ( - f u(f)4>'(0 df, «^a)
\

J0

= -f

'(t)
dt
/L.\Cl)

Jo

(9)
2

Here we used the fact that (v, w) = (v, w)L*m for v, w in Vni (fl), because
VTlL 2 (ft)c:L 2 (n)c V' + L2(ft). We are allowed to interchange duality pairings
and integration with respect to t, as can be seen in [7, p. 80]. Since (9) is valid for
every a in VnL 2 (fI), (6) follows from (8) and (9). So the Proposition is proved.
(F) We have to show that
(w', <PJW)SO for w = u-v

with

u, ve %.

Use (6) and (7) to see that
(w', <ptw) = (cptw', w) = (tow)', w) = i[(w', (ptw) + ((<p,w)', w)]
As w(0) = 0, the desired result follows.
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